


Central Question of the Study

How do buyers and target companies allocate the risk of financing 
failure, using the various tools at their disposal:
• Pre-termination equitable remedies.
• Post-termination fees or damages:

� What size fee is typical as a percentage of the deal value and as a multiple of the What size fee is typical as a percentage of the deal value and as a multiple of the 
target company’s corresponding break-up fee.

� Whether deal size impacts the choice of remedy or the size of the fee.
� The language distinctions that govern whether payment of a fee limits any further 

remedies, and when we can predict to see that type of limitation.

• Closing conditions.
• Financing covenants – their wording and their interplay with the 

equitable remedies.
• Provisions included for the benefit of the lenders.



New in this Year’s Study

� Focus entirely on debt-financed deals
• Deals with no debt follow traditional, strategic model

� Separate analysis of equitable and monetary 
remediesremedies

� “Xerox” provisions
� Review of how agreements define “willful” for 

post-termination liability
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Study Sample



The Remedy Categories

� Each agreement in the study is classified 
two ways:
• The pre-termination equitable remedy available 

to the target company.
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• The post-termination fee or damages payable to the target 
company for breach by the buyer.



Pre-termination Enforcement

Four categories throughout the study:

1) Full Specific Performance: The target company has an 
unconditioned remedy of specific performance to enforce all 
of the buyer’s obligations under all circumstances. This 
includes enforcement of the buyer’s obligations to draw down 
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includes enforcement of the buyer’s obligations to draw down 
the debt financing (and equity financing, when applicable) 
and close the transaction.

2) Conditional Specific Performance: The target company 
can enforce the buyer’s obligations to draw down the 
financing and close the transaction, but the right of 
enforcement is conditioned on the availability of the 
debt financing.



Pre-termination Enforcement

3) Limited Specific Performance: The target company has no 
right of specific performance to enforce the buyer’s obligation 
to close the transaction. It does, however, have a right to 
enforce the financing.

4) No Specific Performance: The target company has no right 
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4) No Specific Performance: The target company has no right 
of specific performance. Its only remedy is to receive a 
reverse break-up fee or sue for damages.



Review of Equitable Remedies
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Review of Equitable Remedies



Post-termination Remedies

Five categories throughout the study:

1) No RBF, Full Damages: The agreement does not include 
any fee that the buyer would pay for breach or financing 
failure. Liability survives termination for any breach (or 
material breach), without any limitation for knowledge or 
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material breach), without any limitation for knowledge or 
intent. The buyer can be sued for damages even if its breach 
was not willful.

2) No RBF, Damages for Willful Breach: The agreement does 
not include any pre-determined fee that the buyer would pay 
for breach or financing failure. Liability survives termination 
for any “willful,” “knowing” or “intentional” breach, but does 
not survive if the breach was not willful.



Post-termination Remedies

3) RBF, Uncapped Damages for Willful Breach: 
The buyer pays a reverse break-up fee or expense 
reimbursement if it breaches the agreement or fails to close. 
The fee caps the buyer’s damages for non-willful breaches or 
a financing failure that it did not cause. The buyer remains 
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a financing failure that it did not cause. The buyer remains 
exposed to unlimited damages for willful breach.

4) RBF, Cap on Damages: The buyer pays a reverse break-up 
fee for breach or failure to close. The fee caps the buyer’s 
damages in all instances, including if the buyer willfully 
breached the agreement.



Post-termination Remedies

5) Two-tier Reverse Break-up Fee: The buyer 
pays a lower reverse break-up fee for non-willful breaches or 
financing failure (or both) and a higher fee for willful 
breaches or when the financing is available.

� Throughout the study, references to reverse break-up fees 
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� Throughout the study, references to reverse break-up fees 
are to those paid for breach or financing failure. Not for 
antitrust failure or fiduciary outs.

• But: Table A in the Appendix notes every agreement in the study that 
has that type of reverse break-up fee.



Review of Monetary Remedies
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Review of Monetary Remedies
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Review of Monetary Remedies

� Of the 30 agreements that have no reverse break-up fee but 
that have damages available only for willful breach:

• 20 do not further define the standard beyond using the term “willful,” 
“knowing” or “intentional.”

• 10 define “willful” as having actual knowledge that the act or failure to 
act would constitute a breach.act would constitute a breach.

� Of the 12 agreements with a reverse break-up fee that only 
caps damages for non-willful breach, three define “willful” 
as actual knowledge that the act or failure to act constitutes 
a breach.

� Table E in the Appendix of the study provides the definition 
of willfulness in each agreement in the study, where 
applicable.



Remedy Models

To categorize the agreements by their overall approach to buyer 
breach, we can identify five general models:
1) “Strategic” model. Full specific performance, uncapped 

damages for willful breach.
2) “Private Equity” model. Reverse break-up fee caps 
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2) “Private Equity” model. Reverse break-up fee caps 
damages, but target company has specific performance.



Remedy Models

3) “Financing Failure” model. RBF for non-willful breach, 
damages uncapped for willful breach, target company has 
conditional or limited specific performance.

4) “Pure Option” model. Reverse break-up fee caps 
damages, target company has no right to specific 
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damages, target company has no right to specific 
performance.

5) “Damages Only” model. No RBF and no specific 
performance. Just damages.



Remedy Models
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Remedy Models
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Impact of Deal Value on Choice of Remedy
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Size of Reverse Break-up Fees

� The next figures measure the sizes of reverse break-up fees 
using two metrics:

• As percentages of the respective deal values.
• As multiples of the target companies’ corresponding 

break-up fees.
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break-up fees.

� Table D in the Appendix of the study also gives each fee’s 
percentage of the buyer’s equity commitment, where 
applicable.



Size of Reverse Break-up Fees
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Size of Reverse Break-up Fees
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The Financing Covenants

� Agreements for debt-financed acquisitions frequently 
contain detailed financing covenants with standard buyer 
obligations.

� The study analyzes three provisions that tend to vary 
across agreements:
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across agreements:
• The buyer’s efforts standard.
• The obligation on the buyer to “cause the lenders to fund” and/or 

“enforce its rights.”
• Explicit litigation obligation. 



The Financing Covenants
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The Financing Covenants
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“Xerox” Provisions

� Payment of RBF caps the lenders’ liability
• 34 out of 86 (40%) include it. Almost all agreements in “Private Equity” 

and “Financing Failure” models. Neither “Pure Option” model 
agreement.

� No recourse to the lenders
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� No recourse to the lenders
• 29 out of 86 (34%)

� Exclusive forum
• 48 out of 86 (56%): New York
• 10 out of 86 (12%): Delaware
• Two provided for choice of New York or Delaware



“Xerox” Provisions

� Waiver of jury trial: 54 out of 86 (63%)
� No amendments to “Xerox” provisions adverse to the 

lenders without their consent
• Out of 60 that included an exclusive-forum provision, 15 (25%) 

included a consent provision
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included a consent provision

� Lenders are third-party beneficiaries of the relevant 
provisions

• Practically all agreements with a “Xerox” provision include 
third-party-beneficiary language (see Table C in the Appendix)




















